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Executive Summary7

1. The studies by Barbalho et al. have extremely homogeneous baseline strength levels compared to the rest of the literature.8

In particular, we observed homogeneity up to ∼7.5 z-score units below what would be expected given the mean value. This9

homogeneity was not just extreme across one study or variable; rather, homogeneity was present across many studies, and10

many variables within each study. Simultaneous homogeneity across many variables is improbable. Finally, homogeneity11

was also present for variables that could not have been measured at baseline (muscle thickness and change scores). Therefore,12

biased sampling alone cannot explain this degree of homogeneity.13

2. The effect sizes observed are both large and homogeneous. From a magnitude perspective, effect sizes for strength increases14

in the studies by Barbalho et al. were up to 13.5 z-score units greater than those in the rest of the resistance training15

literature. From a signal-to-noise perspective, multiple signal-to-noise effect sizes were undefined since the responses were16

perfectly homogeneous (i.e., standard deviation of change scores equal to zero). Excluding the perfectly homogeneous effects,17

the signal-to-noise effect sizes for strength increases reported by Barbalho et al. were up to 34 z-score units greater than18

those in the rest of the resistance training literature. While standardized effect sizes tend to scale with percent increases in19

strength in the literature, they do not in the studies by Barbalho et al.20

3. The men’s and women’s volume studies are remarkably similar in terms of their observed effects and correlation structures.21

This is despite both studies being independent, and each study being randomized. These across-study consistencies yield22

P < 1 × 10−6 when we would in fact expect the null hypothesis to be true due to randomization. In addition, there is23

structure in raw data that is inconsistent with randomization (again, P < 1 × 10−6). Other patterns in the raw data, such24

as twice the number of even as odd numbers, were also noted—this holds even after removing the strength data.25

4. In the single- vs. multi-joint vs. single+multi-joint studies, the effects observed in the multi-joint group nearly perfectly26

match those in the single+multi-joint group. This holds across studies.27

5. Several patterns exist in the raw data, including “runs” of numbers and strength values for one exercise being exactly 8 kg28

more than those for another exercise (for the entire sample).29

6. Squat strength increases in the recent squat versus hip thrust and single versus multi-joint papers are far beyond what30

would be expected for trained women of similar strength to those in the study. Even women who did not squat increased31

their squat strength at a rate of more than 2 z-score units above powerlifters who specifically train the movement. In those32

who did squat, z-scores of over 5 were observed.33

7. In the elderly study, 98% of the sample lost weight from a resistance training intervention alone; no dietary intervention34

was implemented. This is in contrast to what is known about the role of exercise in weight loss and in contrast to other35

studies. This study also contained methodological inconsistencies, such as large imbalances in group size despite using block36

randomization.37

8. We provide a statistical rationale for why the observed baseline homogeneities are not likely to stem from biased sampling;38

namely, because one would need to screen too many people.39
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1 Data Anomalies40

1.1 Statistical Properties Relative to41

Other Studies42

1.1.1 Variances and Coefficients of Variation43

We first became curious about the data in the studies au-44

thored by Barbalho when we consistently observed very45

tight SDs across nearly all measures and studies; SDs typ-46

ically scale with mean values. Thus, we quantitatively ad-47

dressed this observation using the reported strength mea-48

sures in the studies by Barbalho et al. We have a database49

of 68 other studies [1–68], which was gathered as systemati-50

cally as possible over the years for various articles (compar-51

ing periodized and non-periodized training, strength gains52

in male vs. female subjects, and analyzing the impact of53

frequency on strength gains). In these studies, SDs increase54

linearly as means increase, meaning CVs remain virtually55

unchanged, on average, as means increase (Figure 1a,b).56

However, the studies by Barbalho follow a different trend—57

the SDs are relatively constant across means, and thus, CVs58

decrease with increasing means (Figure 1a,b).59

A more quantitative evaluation of the variances re-60

ported in the Barbalho studies reveals that, indeed, the61

variances are remarkably tight. We created a meta-62

regression based on the 68 studies; we used the resulting63

prediction interval to calculate z-scores to estimate how ex-64

treme Barbalho et al.’s variances are. We observe z-scores65

as low as z ≈ −7.5, which is equivalent to a P -value of66

3.2× 10−14 (Figure 1c). Examining Figure 1c, one can see67

that several of Barbalho et al.’s studies contain not just68

one, but many instances of extremely small variances rela-69

tive to the rest of the literature. The degree of homogeneity70

is noteworthy.71

1.1.2 Effect Sizes72

The effects observed in the studies by Barbalho et al. are73

large from two perspectives: their magnitudes and consis-74

tency (signal-to-noise). These can be represented by Glass’75

∆pre = δ̄/σpre and Cohen’s dz = δ̄/σδ, respectively, where δ̄76

is the mean change score within a group, σpre is the stan-77

dard deviation of the baseline scores, and σδ is the standard78

deviation of change scores.79

Magnitude-based effect sizes. Partially as a result 80

of the small standard deviations, these studies also exhibit 81

exceptionally large magnitude-based effect sizes, dispropor- 82

tionate to the actual changes in performance seen in the 83

studies (Figure 2a,c). One other study had comparable 84

effect sizes, also due to abnormally small standard devia- 85

tions [62]. Within the rest of the studies analyzed, there 86

was a strong (r = 0.83) linear relationship between percent- 87

age increases in strength measures and effect sizes (∆pre), 88

with many of the effect sizes in Barbalho’s research strongly 89

deviating from this trend (Figure 2e). 9 of the 10 effect sizes 90

over ∆pre = 10 were found in Barbalho’s studies, as well as 91

23 of the 34 effect sizes over ∆pre = 5. There were 16 effect 92

sizes of ∆pre > 5.0 in Barbalho’s studies from measures 93

with strength increases below 28%. That pair of outcomes 94

did not occur in any other study. 95

Signal-to-noise effect sizes. The effects reported by 96

Barbalho et al. are also more consistent than those in lit- 97

erature (Figure 2b). We calculated and compared Cohen’s 98

dz’s for the studies by Barbalho et al. and compared them 99

to the literature using a random-effects meta-analysis with 100

robust variance estimation. Of note, there were three out- 101

comes in Barbalho et al. [74] for which the standard de- 102

viation of change scores was zero (i.e., perfectly homoge- 103

neous effects), meaning dz was undefined and could not be 104

included. We observed z-scores as high as 34. Because 105

Cohen’s dz is dependent on the change scores, not neces- 106

sarily baseline scores, effects this large/consistent cannot 107

be wholly attributed to biased sampling. Like with Glass’ 108

∆pre, Cohen’s dz correlated with relative change scores in 109

the rest of the literature (r = 0.64), with the effects re- 110

ported by Barbalho et al. deviating from this trend (Figure 111

2f). 112
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Figure 1: Studies by Barbalho et al. have tighter-than-expected baseline strength SDs which do not scale with mean
values. (A) While much of the literature’s SDs increase with mean values (black), Barbalho et al.’s SDs do not (red).
As a result, (B) the CVs of Barbalho et al.’s studies decrease with increasing means, while much of the literature has
a constant CV. (C) Results from a meta-regression with robust variance estimation reveal the degree to which the
baseline homogeneity of strength in Barbalho et al.’s studies is surprising, with z-scores as low as z ≈ −7.5, equivalent
to P = 3.2× 10−14. We used [1–68] as comparison studies, and the studies by Barbalho et al. are as follows:

1. Volume women [69]

2. Volume men [70]

3. Squat vs. hip thrust [71]

4. MJ/SJ Untrained women [72]

5. MJ/SJ Trained women 2 [73]

6. MJ/SJ Trained women [74]

7. MJ/SJ Men [75]

8. MJ/SJ Bodybuilders [76]
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Figure 2: Studies by Barbalho et al. have larger effect sizes than the rest of the literature. (A) Magnitude-based effect
sizes (Glass’ ∆pre) observed in the studies by Barbalho et al. are often much higher than the average observed across the
literature, with the exception of those from a single study [62]. (B) Signal-to-noise effect sizes (Cohen’s dz) are, again,
greater in the studies by Barbalho et al. compared to the rest of the literature. (C) illustrates the magnitude-based
effect sizes from the studies by Barbalho et al. z-scored relative to the rest of the literature. Note, these are crude
estimates since we did not use a random-effects meta-analytic model to calculate the mean and SD of the literature
values. Nevertheless, some z-scores are as high as z = 13.5, or P = 1.3 × 10−41. (D) illustrates the magnitude-based
effect sizes from the studies by Barbalho et al. z-scored relative to the rest of the literature. In contrast to (C), the
z-scores in (D) were calculated using robust variance estimation and random-effects meta-analysis. There were three
outcomes in Barbalho et al. [74] for which the standard deviation of change scores was zero (i.e., perfectly homogeneous
effects), meaning dz was undefined and could not be included. z-scores based on Cohen’s dz are as high as 34, or
P = 4×10−255; this is as unlikely as a fair coin landing on heads 845 times in a row. (E–F) Percent increases in strength
correlate with (E) Glass’ ∆pre (r = 0.83) and (F) Cohen’s dz (r = 0.64) in most studies, but the effects observed in the
studies by Barbalho et al. deviate from this trend.
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1.2 Volume Studies113

Two of Barbalho’s papers are methodologically parallel114

(with the exception of mid-point assessments), six-month115

volume studies, each with a separate groups of participants116

(one includes exclusively trained males, while the other in-117

cludes exclusively trained females) [69, 70]. Despite being118

separate groups and studies, the data are strikingly sim-119

ilar in several ways. The results obtained by the corre-120

sponding male and female groups in both studies (e.g., male121

G5 change in squat 10RM vs. female G5 change in squat122

10RM, male G15 change in biceps thickness vs. female123

G15 change in biceps thickness, etc.) have virtually identi-124

cal raw effects, effect standard deviations, and standardized125

mean differences. Figure 3 displays these values for both126

the male study on the x-axis [70], and the corresponding127

effect sizes from the female study on the y-axis [69].128

By looking at the raw data, we discovered that not only129

are the means, standard deviations, and effect sizes for the130

primary outcomes virtually identical, but so too are the131

correlations between pairs of individual variables. For ex-132

ample, if the correlation between two potentially unrelated133

variables is r = 0.3 in the G5 males, it will probably be134

very close to r = 0.3 in the G5 females. This holds for all135

correlations between two variables in corresponding groups,136

including variables where the correlation should be essen-137

tially random. Figure 4 shows color-coded heat maps (cor-138

relograms), where blue is a positive association, and red139

is negative. The two leftmost groups are G5 females and140

males. The next two are G10 females and males, etc. The141

mosaic pattern between each corresponding pair is virtu-142

ally identical. The strength of the correlations between the143

correlation coefficients for corresponding groups in the two144

studies is r > 0.8 in all four cases. As a point of reference,145

G5 and G10 reported overall similar strength and hyper-146

trophy results within both studies. However, the strength147

of the correlation between corresponding correlation coef-148

ficients in G5 vs. G10 in the male study is r = 0.35; for149

females, r = 0.26 (you can just compare the differences in150

patterns between the first and second mosaics in each row)151

(Figure 4). This strongly suggests an unexplained regular-152

ity between sources.153

Because these correlograms include the effects of the in-154

tervention (i.e., change scores and post-intervention assess-155

ments), it is possible they are largely dominated by these156

columns. Thus, we also assessed the correlations of vari- 157

ables collected only at baseline, and the story is identical: 158

unexplained regularities are present. Note that, despite 159

each study being independently randomized, baseline cor- 160

relations are strong between but not within studies (Figure 161

4). 162

The baseline scores have favorable theoretical properties 163

in that, since there is a randomization scheme (i.e., groups 164

are randomized at baseline), there is an easily calculable 165

null distribution. This can be calculated by re-randomizing 166

the groups and comparing the simulated baseline corre- 167

lation matrices to the observed ones. We converted the 168

correlations to Fisher’s z, then used the sum of squared 169

differences in Fisher’s z’s (re-normalized to z-score units) 170

between each of the correlations as a distance metric (anal- 171

ogous to a χ2 statistic). We performed this on each group 172

individually and on the study as a whole (all groups to- 173

gether). On a group-by-group basis, using 100,000 per- 174

mutations, the resulting one-sided P -values for G5, G10, 175

G15, and G20, when comparing the similarity of the men’s 176

and women’s correlation matrices, are < 1× 10−5, 0.0006, 177

1 × 10−5, and 7 × 10−5, respectively (Figure 5). This in- 178

dicates that correlation matrices between men and women 179

for a given group are much more similar than we would 180

expect for having randomized samples. 181

Next, we randomized all four groups (the entire study) 182

at the same time rather than each group individually. This 183

allowed us to calculate how extreme the observed similarity 184

is across all groups at once. The process was similar: we 185

re-randomized all individuals to one of four groups. None 186

of the 1,000,000 simulations produced results more similar 187

than what was observed in the real data (i.e., P < 1×10−6). 188

Histograms of the observed distances (red) compared to the 189

null distributions (grey) can be observed above (Figure 5). 190

The consistency in distributions across studies is incredibly 191

improbable. 192

When looking at the raw data from the men’s and 193

women’s volume studies, it is apparent that there are 194

twice as many even numbers as odd numbers. Distribu- 195

tions can be found in Figure 6. This relationship holds 196

with and without the strength data which could con- 197

ceivably be expected to consist primarily of even num- 198

bers, if the researcher primarily increased loads in incre- 199

ments of 2 kg when assessing strength. It is unclear how 200

this could have happened, and its observation relative to 201
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Figure 3: Relationships between data from the men’s and women’s volume studies. Diagonal line indicates the identity
y = x. (A) Mean scores (including pre, post, and change scores) strongly align, and when they do not, there is structure,
insofar as it “looks” as if points are simply shifted rather than randomly dispersed. (B) SDs strongly align, despite
some differences in the means. (C) Standardized mean differences (

µpost−µpre

σpre
) almost perfectly lie on the identity. (D)

Example of the shift in means from the women’s and men’s volume studies; for each group, on average, the men have
exactly two more years of training experience than the women. Women and Men tables are adapted from [69] and [70],
respectively. NB, in A–C, the SDs and SMDs show almost perfect agreement: concordance correlation coefficients =
0.97 and 0.96, respectively.
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evenly distributed evens and odds is incredibly unlikely202

(P ∈
[
< 2.2× 10−16, 1.3× 10−11

]
).203

Finally, when looking at the raw data from the women’s204

volume study [69], we noticed that the baseline muscle205

thicknesses of the pectoralis major, triceps brachii, and bi-206

ceps brachii were strongly correlated. Upon closer exam-207

ination, we noticed that the pairwise differences between208

pectoralis major, triceps brachii, and biceps brachii muscle209

thicknesses were nearly identical in G5 vs. G15 and G10210

vs. G20. For example, subject 1 in G5 had an identical211

biceps minus triceps thickness as subject 1 in G15, and so212

on. To evaluate the extremeness of this observation, we213

performed yet another permutation test. Subjects were re-214

randomized to groups and ordered randomly within those215

groups; this was performed 1,000,000 times. We used the216

sum of squared differences between G5 and G15, and G10217

and G20 as a measure of distance, and this took into ac-218

count all three pairwise differences of the included muscle219

thicknesses (Figure 7). This permutation test showed that220

this observation was, indeed, very extreme and inconsis-221

tent with randomization—with a probability of occurrence222

of less than 1 in 1 million (z = −6.26, P < 1× 10−6).223

1.3 Single-joint versus multi-joint studies224

1.3.1 Correlation of Effects225

For all of the multi-joint vs. multi-joint plus single-joint226

studies [72,74–76], corresponding groups also reported vir-227

tually identical results for every measure (Figure 8). Even228

if we assume the null is true, it would be fair to anticipate229

larger differences between groups simply due to sampling230

error (i.e., the small differences may fall in the lower tail of 231

an F -distribution). The correlation between mean changes 232

in corresponding groups in each study is r > 0.99. In the 233

graph below, x-values are the change in the multi-joint only 234

group for one measure, and y-values are the change in the 235

MJ+SJ group for the same measure in the same study. 236

1.3.2 Patterns in Raw Data 237

In two of Barbalho’s studies [72, 74] for which we had ac- 238

cess to the raw data, there were patterns in the numbers. 239

Specifically, the flexed arm circumference data were, in or- 240

der, 0.8, 0.8, 0.8, 0.8, 0.8, 1.1, 1.1, 1.1, 1.1, 241

1.1 for group 1 and 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1.4, 1.4, 1.4, 242

1.4, 1.4 for group 2 in the first study, and 0.3, 0.3, 243

0.3, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5 for group 1 and 0.4, 244

0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5 for group 2 245

in the second study. To the best of our knowledge, these 246

data have not been sorted to produce this pattern (if that 247

occurred, the subjects were re-numbered after the fact). 248

Ignoring the probability of each group only having two val- 249

ues, and the probability of such small ranges in the data, 250

simply attaining results with these characteristics (“runs” 251

of one number, followed by “runs” of another number) is 252

very unlikely, with probabilities of
(

5!5!
10!

)2
= 1.6× 10−5 for 253

the first study, and
(

3!5!
8!

) (
4!5!
9!

)
= 1.4 × 10−4 in the sec- 254

ond study. The probability of obtaining data with these 255

characteristics in both studies is 256(
5!5!

10!

)2(
3!5!

8!

)(
4!5!

9!

)
= 2.2× 10−9.
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the squat group average from [71], but especially so for those who performed multi-joint movements.

When adding the probability of the “runs” being arranged257

low-to-high in all four groups, the probability drops to ap-258

proximately 1 in ten billion:259

(
1

2

5!5!

10!

)2(
3

5

3!5!

8!

)(
4

9

4!5!

9!

)
= 9.3× 10−11.

1.3.3 Baseline Squat and Hip Thrust Strength260

In Barbalho et al.’s most recent paper [73], every lifter’s261

baseline hip thrust 1RM was 8 kg more than their squat262

1RM. This means that there was a baseline correlation of263

r = 1 between squat and hip thrust 1RMs. At face, this is264

unlikely because, among other reasons, measurement relia-265

bility would tend to prevent such a relationship from being266

observed. Specifically, we know from Spearman [77] that267

the correlations we observe are constrained by measure-268

ment precision,269

robs = rtrue
√
rxxryy,

where robs is the observed correlation between two vari-270

ables, rtrue is the true correlation between those two vari-271

ables, and rxx and ryy are the test-retest correlations for272

the two variables being correlated.273

Given the above, we aimed to quantify how unlikely it is274

that we would observe a perfect correlation between squat275

and hip thrust 1RMs, with the assumption that true squat276

and hip thrust 1RMs are perfectly correlated (hip thrust 277

1RM = squat 1RM + 8). To do so, we performed Monte 278

Carlo simulations with the data simulated to be similar in 279

nature to [73]. We incorporated the intraclass correlation 280

coefficients (ICCs) for squat and hip thrust 1RMs reported 281

by Barbalho et al. [71], along with their uncertainties. In 282

these simulations, we also took into account that Barbalho 283

et al. used loads that were increments of 1 kg. 284

The results of these simulations can be seen in Figure 285

10, and indicate that, after taking measurement error into 286

account, the probability of observing the perfectly homoge- 287

neous baseline shift when one really exists is P < 1×10−6, 288

meaning it is more surprising than a fair coin landing on 289

heads 20 times in row. We note that the precision (and thus 290

“smallness”) of the P -value is constrained by the number of 291

permutations performed, so this is a conservative estimate. 292

1.3.4 Squat and Hip Thrust Change Scores 293

In addition to the perfectly homogeneous structure in the 294

baseline scores, we also observe structure in the change 295

scores. The differences between the hip thrust change 296

scores and squat change scores have structure; they (a) are 297

perfectly homogeneous (all = 4 kg) in the MJ+SJ group; 298

(b) are perfectly bimodal (all are either 24 or 44 kg) in the 299

SJ group; and (c) differ for each person in the MJ group. 300

The distributions of differences in change scores can be seen 301

in Figure 11A. 302
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Figure 10: Simulations reveal that observing a perfect baseline difference between squat and hip thrust 1RMs is highly
improbable. We simulated data based on [73], taking into account the test-retest reliability of the squat and hip
thrust [71]. These simulations created a reference distribution, against which we could assess how extreme the obser-
vation of a perfect difference in baseline squat and hip thrust 1RMs is. After performing 1,000,000 simulations, we
observed that (A) none of the simulations had a perfect correlation between baseline squat and hip thrust 1RMs, and
similarly, (B) none of the simulations had a perfectly homogeneous difference between squat and hip thrust 1RMs. This
indicates that the perfect baseline relationship observed by Barbalho et al. [73] has a P -value < 1× 10−6.

We would not expect to see such structure in the data,303

in part due to measurement error alone. Thus, we simu-304

lated more data to quantify the probability of observing305

data that looks like this. We will assume that the true306

differences are the ones observed; measurement error will307

increase variability. First, we investigated the within-group308

probabilities of observing n ≤ {1, 2, 10} unique differences309

in change scores. After taking measurement into account,310

we found that both the MJ+SJ and SJ distributions are311

highly unlikely (MJ+SJ, P = 4× 10−6; SJ, P = 3× 10−6)312

(Figure 11B). Unsurprisingly, the MJ group’s heteroge-313

neous distribution is unsurprising (P = 1). Second, we can314

look at the joint probabilities. The extreme findings in the315

MJ+SJ (perfectly homogeneous) and SJ (two or fewer out-316

comes) groups were not observed in any single simulation317

run (meaning P < 1× 10−6); this is expected, as the prod-318

uct of the P -values suggests a combined P = 1.2 × 10−11,319

or about as surprising as a fair coin landing on head 36320

times in a row.321

1.3.5 Distributions of Even and Odd Numbers in322

Muscle Thickness Data323

The muscle thickness data in [73] have improbable dis-324

tributions of even versus odd numbers (Figure 12). In325

particular, there are no odd-valued pre-intervention mus-326

cle thicknesses in any group or muscle (0/120, two-tailed327

P = 2(0.5)120 = 1.5 × 10−36 relative to an expected328

50/50 split of even and odd), while the post-intervention is 329

roughly 40% odd (47/120, P = 0.02 relative to an expected 330

50/50 split of even and odd), which evidences that odd num- 331

bers are possible. By comparing these proportions directly 332

(0/120 vs. 47/120), the pre-intervention distribution is still 333

highly improbable (P = 7.3×10−14, or about as surprising 334

as a fair coin landing on heads 43 times in a row). 335

1.3.6 Distributions of Strength Numbers 336

The strength data in [73] also have improbable distribu- 337

tions (Figure 13). When looking at the distributions of 338

ones digits in the pre- and post-intervention strength data, 339

one can see there are spikes at 0, 3, 5, and 8 in the pre- but 340

not post-intervention data. The difference between these 341

distributions is marked (P < 2.2× 10−6) and warrants ex- 342

planation. 343

1.3.7 Squat Strength Gains 344

In Barbalho et al.’s most recent paper [73], the magnitude 345

and rate of squat strength gains is worth noting. In partic- 346

ular, all lifters—even those who performed only single-joint 347

exercises—underwent appreciable strength changes. Given 348

that the study was 24 weeks long, we calculated an average 349

rate of squat strength increase for each subject (∆1RM/24 350

weeks), and we compared these rates to raw female power- 351

lifters from the Open Powerlifting database (ages = 24–34; 352

raw-only; tested or untested; and similar allometrically- 353
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Figure 11: Simulations reveal that the observed structure in differences between change scores is highly unlikely. (A)
There is a group-dependent structure in the difference between hip thrust 1RM and squat 1RM; MJ+SJ is perfectly
homogeneous (all = −4 kg) and SJ falls into two groups (16 or 36 kg), while every individual in MJ has a different
value. (B) The homogeneity in the MJ+SJ and SJ groups was highly improbable when taking measurement error into
account (combined P = 1.2× 10−11).
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Figure 12: Even numbers dominate the distribution of muscle thicknesses because there are no odd values in the
pre-intervention scores.
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Figure 13: A select few numbers (0, 3, 5, and 8) dominate the pre- but not post-intervention strength measures. The
pre- and post-intervention distributions of ones digits differ markedly from one another (P < 2.2× 10−6).

scaled squat strength at their first meet (5–7 kg
1
3 )). Sub-354

jects in the Barbalho et al. [73] study had rapid rates of355

squat strength increases – far superior to similarly skilled356

powerlifters (Figure 9). This was also the case for the squat357

group in the squat vs. hip thrust study [71] (Figure 9).358

1.4 Elderly Study359

Barbalho et al. [78] investigate the effect of exercise on,360

among other things, weight loss in elderly women. Strik-361

ingly, nearly all participants both lost weight and decreased362

their waist circumference. This finding is in contrast to363

other literature on exercise and weight loss without a di-364

etary intervention [79]; for example, Ahtiainen et al. [2]365

only observed weight loss in 46% of participants. A test366

of weight loss proportions between Barbalho et al. [78]367

( 370
376 = 0.98) and Ahtiainen et al. [2] ( 132

285 = 0.46) reveals368

drastic differences (P < 2.2× 10−16).369

Dr. Gentil responded to the aforementioned concerns370

about the elderly study on July 6, 2020, with the following:371

1. They used a Ahtiainen et al. (Ahtiainen372

et al., 2016) to question our results. How-373

ever, this study involved a heterogenous374

sample and only 36 older women, with no375

separate analysis for them. In fact, we376

were not able to find any graph or data377

regarding weight loss and waist circumfer-378

ence responsiveness nor specific informa-379

tion on the number of older women who380

lost weight in that study.381

2. Weight loss is a multifaceted process and 382

it is not possible to say that our results 383

occurred exclusively due to the resistance 384

training protocols, which is recognized as 385

a limitation: “One important limitation of 386

the present study is the lack of nutritional 387

control, which can influence in the results 388

of anthropometric measures.”. Therefore, 389

it is possible that the participants changed 390

their lifestyle during the study. 391

3. Weight loss has been shown to be inversely 392

associated with strength gains in post- 393

menopausal women (Bea et al., 2010) and 394

our study showed a marked increase in 395

muscle strength. 396

4. We try to explain our results stating that 397

“the reductions in body mass and waist 398

circumference found in the present study 399

might be related to training intensity (i.e. 400

training to momentary muscle failure), as 401

reported in previous studies in which low- 402

volume, high-intensity RT promoted posi- 403

tive changes in body composition in older 404

people [43].”. 405

5. We reported that the participants were 406

closely supervised and the supervisors 407

were oriented to encourage the partici- 408

pants to train with high efforts, which 409

might have led to increased results and 410

motivation to adopt positive lifestyle 411

changes. As far as we know, these pro- 412
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cedures have not been adopted in previ-413

ous studies. Moreover, the study protocol414

used by Ahtiainen et al. (Ahtiainen et al.,415

2016) is not even described in the article.416

Therefore, most of the concerns are already ad-417

dressed in our article. Our results are com-418

pletely comprehensible, and I have no reason419

to question the validity of our findings.420

We are unsatisfied by Dr. Gentil’s response for the fol-421

lowing reasons (addressed in order):422

1. We obtained the data directly from the authors of423

this study. That only 36 of them were “older women”424

does not substantially detract from our concerns; in-425

dividuals, no matter their age, do not tend to lose426

weight with just a training intervention [80–84]. In427

fact, the literature suggests that younger individuals428

are more likely to lose weight on exercise-only inter-429

ventions compared to older individuals [85], in turn430

rendering the Ahtiainen et al. [2] estimate a conser-431

vative one.432

2. We certainly agree that weight loss is multifaceted,433

but it strains credulity that the consistency of weight434

loss would occur sans dietary or behavioral interven-435

tions for several reasons:436

• There is a massive body of literature demon-437

strating the behavioral changes—including di-438

etary and lifestyle changes that result in weight439

loss—are extremely difficult to start and main-440

tain [86]. In fact, behavioral interventions are441

necessary to improve adherence in exercise pro-442

grams [87]. How a study without behavioral443

interventions could result in so much success—444

better success than studies with interventions—445

warrants explanation. The length of the study446

and consistency of the results adds to these im-447

probabilities, in that longer studies are likely to448

result in poorer or more variable adherence.449

• Participants were explicitly asked not to change450

their diet. It would be strange for nearly ev-451

ery participant to improve their eating habits,452

to the extent of rendering weight loss, despite453

having been asked not to. Indeed, the Resist454

Diabetes trial, despite utilizing a similar resis- 455

tance training protocol, did not find changes in 456

weight in pre-diabetic participants aged 50-69 457

years across a 15-month study period [88]. This 458

is despite secondary outcomes from that trial 459

showing spontaneous reductions in dietary en- 460

ergy intake [89] and increases in non-resistance 461

training aerobic physical activity [90]. Thus, 462

it seems unlikely that spontaneous behavioral 463

adaptations could explain the observed weight 464

loss. 465

• The energy expenditure from physical activity 466

interventions alone is small. Estimates of energy 467

expenditure for lower volume resistance training 468

sessions range from around 50–150 kcal [91]. A 469

conservative estimate of 150 kcal/session would 470

yield 3600 kcal burned over the course of the 471

study. The lack of proportionality of weight loss 472

to the exercise volume further suggests that the 473

observed weight loss is not solely attributable to 474

the exercise intervention. 475

• Given the above, the etiology and consistency 476

of weight loss has not been explained. Vague, 477

catch-all explanations are inadequate given that 478

these results fly in the face of literature on the 479

topic. 480

3. This is both orthogonal to our concerns and mislead- 481

ing. In fact, Bea et al. [92] exemplify our point; even 482

after 6 years of exercise, on average, exercising par- 483

ticipants gained (a negligible amount of) weight. 484

4. There does not exist a strong theoretical rationale as 485

to why training to momentary muscular failure would 486

substantially improve the probability of losing weight 487

with resistance training alone. 488

• Indeed, though there are data suggesting that, 489

at a given work output, resistance training to 490

momentary failure results in greater total en- 491

ergy expenditure; this amounts to ∼3 kcal dif- 492

ference [93]. Importantly, energy expenditure 493

during resistance training is directly related to 494

the amount of mechanical work performed [94]. 495

Although performing a single set to momentary 496

failure might increase mechanical work, across 497
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multiple sets, this does not appear to be the case498

[95]. Furthermore, if the reductions in body fat499

could be attributed to the work performed dur-500

ing the training sessions, one would anticipate501

that the subjects in the high volume group in502

the study would have lost approximately twice503

as much body fat as the subjects in the low vol-504

ume group, which did not occur.505

• If we consider that, within each group, starting506

weights, height, age, and the amount of weight507

lost over the 12 week period (84 days) are rel-508

atively homogeneous, we can then use the Na-509

tional Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and510

Kidney Diseases model for predicting weight loss511

[96]. Specifically, we can estimate how much512

additional energy expenditure from the inter-513

vention alone would be required. The weight514

loss reported in the HV and LV groups would515

require an ∼70% and ∼78% increase in physi-516

cal activity energy expenditure, respectively, as-517

suming no dietary modifications in energy in-518

take if weight loss were to be achieved over the519

12 week period. This model considers metabolic520

compensations over time with weight loss. How-521

ever, research also shows that behavioural com-522

pensation, such as that mentioned above, can523

range from +55% to +64%, which affects energy524

balance and thus weight loss in response to ei-525

ther dietary or exercise interventions [97]. Based526

on these assumptions, the required weekly net527

energy deficits (NIDDK model, NIDDK+55%,528

NIDDK+64%) from physical activity are esti-529

mated to be 1376.1 kcal, 2132.9 kcal, and 2256.8530

kcal for the HV group, and 1528 kcal, 2368.4531

kcal, and 2505.92 kcal for the LV group. If we532

consider the number of sets reported for either533

group in different weeks, we can estimate the en-534

ergy expenditure that would be required to re-535

sult from this. Data from one of our group’s lab536

suggests negligible differences between different537

large muscle group exercises when performed to538

volitional failure [98]; therefore, we assume sim-539

ilar energy expenditure across exercises (though540

this likely makes our estimate more conserva-541

tive as smaller muscle exercises included in the542

intervention are assumed to have a higher en- 543

ergy expenditure). The HV group ranged from 544

24 to 30 sets total per week; this would require 545

each set to, on average, expend 45.9 kcal to 57.3 546

kcal, 71.1 kcal to 88.9 kcal, and 75.2 kcal to 94 547

kcal for each estimate, respectively, to achieve 548

the weight loss reported. The LV group ranged 549

from 12 to 18 sets total per week and thus would 550

require sets to expend between 84.9 kcal to 127.3 551

kcal, 131.6 kcal to 197.4 kcal, and 139.2 kcal 552

to 208.8 kcal for each estimate, respectively, to 553

achieve the weight loss reported. It seems highly 554

unlikely that this was achieved considering that 555

our data have shown only an 118.9±22 kcals 556

total energy expenditure when 4 exercises are 557

performed for a single set to volitional failure. 558

Moreover, other recent work has reported ∼25 559

kcal total energy expenditure per set of exercise 560

performed to momentary failure [99]. Further, 561

aside from set volume alone, the total absolute 562

work (sets × reps × kg) performed is a strong 563

predictor of energy expenditure [100,101]; given 564

the absolute loads being used by the participants 565

in this study (given their low baseline strength 566

values), it seems even more unlikely that they 567

were able to achieve sufficient energy expendi- 568

ture as a result of the resistance training in- 569

tervention to produce the weight loss reported, 570

even when considering the possibility of sponta- 571

neous behavioral modifications. 572

• Since physiological explanations do not seem to 573

explain the colossal discordance between this 574

study’s findings and those in the literature, a 575

more thorough explanation is warranted. 576

5. It seems unlikely that the intervention being super- 577

vised would have an appreciable effect on calories 578

burned to the point of rendering the exercise rou- 579

tine itself a potent weight loss intervention. Indeed, 580

in another study where older adults were provided 581

with closely supervised, progressively implemented, 582

high intensity of effort resistance training, there was 583

a comparatively smaller weight loss over the interven- 584

tion period (∼64-74% of that reported by Barbalho 585

et al.) despite an intervention of twice the length (6 586
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months) [102]. Further, although a smaller sample587

size (n = 23), 5 participants (∼21%) did not demon-588

strate weight loss. Positive lifestyle changes, on the589

other hand, are difficult to consistently implement.590

Given that the individuals were encouraged to not591

change their diet, such lifestyle changes would have592

to be independent of dietary changes. Thus, expla-593

nation is warranted regarding what lifestyle changes594

were encouraged and how those would render consis-595

tent weight loss across 370 elderly women.596

In addition, the study employed block randomization.597

However, 217 participants were randomized to the high vol-598

ume group and 203 participants were randomized to the low599

volume group. It is unclear how a 14-participant discrep-600

ancy could occur with block randomization.601

We note that there are aspects of this study we find602

curious and are still looking into, such as the funding and603

resources necessary to complete this study considering its604

scale, in addition to some of the other measures/outcomes.605

We will update this white paper accordingly as additional606

information comes to light.607

2 Arguments Against Extreme Ho-608

mogeneity609

It can be argued that the observed baseline homogene-610

ity is a result of nonrandom (biased) sampling by the re-611

searchers, in that investigators purposely sampled individ-612

uals who had similar levels of strength, training experience,613

etc. While it is easy to sample a homogeneous sample con-614

ditional on one variable (e.g., squat strength), it is expo-615

nentially more difficult to sample conditional on more vari-616

ables. This follows from the chain rule in probability—the617

population from which to sample becomes less dense for618

each variable on which you condition. Thus, although Bar-619

balho et al. may have purposely recruited homogeneous620

samples, it seems tremendously difficult to have done so621

while matching on so many variables.622

In addition to the low likelihood of matching on multi-623

ple dimensions, there is marked homogeneity for variables624

that were not assessed until after a participant was enrolled;625

namely, muscle thicknesses [69, 70], in addition to change626

scores (Figure 2b,d). This is incredibly unlikely given that627

this was not subject to explicitly biased sampling.628

2.1 Example 629

Because our argument is fairly abstract, here, we further 630

explain the theory behind it, and then we draw upon data 631

from Open Powerlifting to demonstrate the appreciable ef- 632

fects of conditioning on multiple variables. 633

In the simplest case, wherein we are interested in the 634

probability of both A and B occurring, chain rule in prob- 635

ability states P (A ∩ B) = P (A | B) · P (B). Intuitively, 636

if we are interested in both A and B occurring, then we 637

know A will only occur with B a fraction of the time, and 638

B in general will only occur a fraction of the time. The 639

means that the space from which to sample decreases for 640

each variable we condition on (Figure 14). More tangibly, 641

if a table has many fruits (berries, cherries, melons, apples, 642

oranges, pears, etc.), looking for two properties simultane- 643

ously will quickly decrease the number of fruits that meet 644

the criteria. For example, if I say I am looking for a red 645

fruit, there are many options: cherries, strawberries, ap- 646

ples, watermelon, tomatoes, etc. However, if I say I am 647

looking for something red that is also a berry, it seems I 648

must be talking about strawberries. Alternatively, I can 649

start with looking for berries and my options are plenti- 650

ful; however, once I specify red, I get to the same answer. 651

Thus, the more variables we condition on, the more unique 652

or rare our event or state of interest becomes. 653

Now, say we were interested in sampling male power- 654

lifters from the Open Powerlifting database. After cleaning 655

the data (for duplicate lifters, missing data points, etc.), we 656

have 71,037 data points with the information we need. Of 657

these data points, suppose we are interested in raw lifters 658

who compete in drug-tested federations and are between 659

the ages of 20 and 34. In Figure 15, we see the effect 660

of sequentially conditioning on raw, drug-tested, and age; 661

with each additional variable we condition on, the number 662

of lifters remaining decreases appreciably. From a logis- 663

tical standpoint, it is much easier to condition on binary 664

variables (e.g., we are only interested in raw, drug-tested 665

lifters) than it is continuous variable, wherein we want our 666

sample to look like a specific distribution. To emulate the 667

biased sampling in the studies by Barbalho et al., we will 668

calculate the proportion of the “population” that can be 669

used to generate new samples, each with tight SDs (∼ 4 670

kg) and a specified mean for all three lifts. 671
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Figure 14: A visual explanation of the decrease in area from which to sample as you condition on additional variables.
Note that the area of overlap gets smaller with each additional variable.
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Figure 15: Sampling a homogeneous sample from the Open Powerlifting database. We are left with 30 of the original
71,037 lifters after conditioning on all variables.
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To calculate the probability of finding an individual who672

can be used in the sample, we draw upon rejection sampling673

theory. In rejection sampling, we have two probability den-674

sity functions (pdf), f(x) and g(x). f(x) is our desired pdf,675

and g(x) is the pdf from which we have to sample. More676

concretely, we wish to create a sample with the distribu-677

tion f(x) by taking a biased sample of g(x). In rejection678

sampling, M = sup
{
f(x)
g(x)

}
is an optimal scaling factor,679

and 1
M is termed the acceptance probability. Another way680

of conceptualizing this is that 1
M is the proportion of indi-681

viduals in g(x) who can be sampled to form a distribution682

equal to f(x). We applied this theory to the powerlifting683

data. We specified our distribution of interest to be the684

mean bench, squat, and deadlift 1RM, with an identical685

correlational structure to the original data, but with SDs686

of 5 kg for each lift. Note, 5 kg was chosen instead of 4687

kg to be charitable, as 5 kg is on the higher end of the688

baseline SDs reported by Barbalho et al. Because power-689

lifting numbers tend to be discrete (multiples of 0.5 kg),690

we integrated around each mean to emulate the discretized691

distribution [103]:692

p(~µ) =

d2~µe/2˚
b2~µc/2

f(x1, x2, x3) dx1 dx2 dx3,

where f(~x) is the trivariate normal density function, ~µ is a693

vector of the mean one-repetition maximums of the three694

lifts, ~x is a vector of evaluated one-repetition maximums,695

and p(~µ) is its discretized analogue (probability mass func-696

tion) evaluated around the mean, with which we calculated697

1
M = g(~µ)

p(~µ) . Note, sup
{
p(~x)
g(~x)

}
is satisfied when ~x = ~µ, mean-698

ing M = p(~µ)
g(~µ) . This approach produced nearly identical699

results (within 0.00001) to a more computationally costly700

grid approximation.701

By conditioning on each of these lifts, the number of702

lifters one can sample from decreases substantially; at the703

end, there are 30 lifters from the original 71,037 (Figure704

15).705

This principle is well established in probability; the706

more variables you condition on, the smaller your target707

population relative to the entire population. Here, we used708

strongly correlated lifts and thus our estimates are liberal;709

lower correlations between variables (e.g., 10RM triceps 710

extensions and 10RM pull-downs rather than 1RM squat 711

and 1RM deadlift) would result in even sparser populations 712

from which to sample. By scaling the remaining lifters to 713

the number needed for a 40-person study, the initial pool 714

of lifters would need to contain 94,716 individuals; for con- 715

text, as of 2020, Belém has a total population of 1.44 mil- 716

lion. To actually recruit 40 subjects, all 94,716 would need 717

to be screened and pre-tested, indicating that ∼ 2400 sub- 718

jects would need to be tested for each subject recruited. 719

The numbers from this exercise suggest the homogeneity 720

in the studies by Barbalho et al. is appreciable, especially 721

for having recruited from a select few gyms. Finally, from 722

a more applied perspective, not all of those who are eligible 723

are willing to volunteer for studies or are able to (e.g., due 724

to geographical restrictions). As a result, the lifters willing 725

to participate would likely be even scarcer. 726

3 Conclusion 727

We noted several improbable observations present in stud- 728

ies published by Barbalho et al. These observations include 729

improbably small SDs; large and consistent effects; consis- 730

tent baseline structure following randomization; and effects 731

that are inconsistent with other studies. 732

To be explicit, we have no evidence to suggest we un- 733

derstand the provenance of the data. We do not have any 734

evidence beyond the fact that the data is unlikely to suggest 735

how it became unlikely. Nevertheless, these improbable ob- 736

servations warrant explanation. 737

4 Support 738

Two coauthors from some of the original papers, James 739

Fisher and Jürgen Giessing, agree that the data presented 740

are concerning and warrant explanation but elected not to 741

co-author this manuscript. 742
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6 Appendix: Timeline 746

February 11, 2020 We first notified the senior author of these papers, Paulo Gentil, of our initial findings.
March 26, 2020 The white paper was sent to Paulo Gentil to review. We asked for an explanation or rebuttal

on or before April 10. Barbalho immediately requested a one-week extension, which we happily
granted.

April 15, 2020 The authors admitted that there were indeed “inconsistencies” in the data from Barbalho et
al. [70]. The authors state that Barbalho et al. [70] was carried out, but the undergraduate
student who was responsible for transferring the data from paper to Excel made errors in the
process.

April 17, 2020 The authors requested that Barbalho et al. [70] be retracted from International Journal of Sports
Physiology and Performance for the aforementioned reasons. While one of the interrelated papers
was retracted, our concerns with Barbalho et al. [69] remain.

June 10, 2020 We contacted the journal editors with our concerns. Experimental Gerontology ’s editor re-
sponded by working with Elsevier to contact Dr. Gentil directly. The remaining editors advised
us to email Mr. Barbalho and Dr. Gentil, with the editors CC’d, to request an explanation.

June 22, 2020 We emailed Mr. Barbalho and Dr. Gentil asking for an explanation. We gave them until July
13, 2020 @ 11:59 PM local time to respond.

July 6, 2020 We received an email from Elsevier containing Dr. Gentil’s response to our concerns regarding
the Experimental Gerontology study. We are not satisfied by his explanations and have shared
our concerns with Elsevier.

July 14, 2020 Mr. Barbalho and Dr. Gentil did not respond to our concerns regarding the other studies; we
requested retraction for these papers.

July 28, 2020 Medicine & Science in Sports & Exercise stated that, in accordance with COPE guidelines, they
will be contacting the authors’ institution. In the meantime, they will be publish an Expression
of Concern.

August 13, 2020 European Journal of Sport Science and Taylor & Francis requested a response and raw data
from the authors.

September 1, 2020 International Journal of Sports Medicine stated that they will not retract the articles at this
time. We were invited to submit letters to the editor for [71] and [73]. We will respond to the
editors and request the raw data for [71].

September 4, 2020 Sports and its publisher, MDPI, have contacted the authors’ institution to open an investigation.
On this day, we also followed up with the other journals.

747
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